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An analysis of an approximation to the rotating shallow-water equations is pre-
sented. The approximation removes the fast waves without introducing secular
terms and is valid for physical boundaries and prepared initial data. In particular,
the shallow-water equations are decomposed into two equations describing the slow
and fast dynamics. The basic idea is one of enslaving in which the fast part of the
solution is expressed as a function of the slow part yielding an approximation to the
slow dynamics. Existence and convergence theorems are given. © 2002 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
The ocean in mid latitudes is characterized by complicated eddy and jet
current fields. The simulation of these fields over long-time intervals is
paramount to the understanding of the dynamics of the ocean. However,
the presence of fast waves creates a challenge for the numerical integration
of rotating, geophysical flows over long-time intervals. The challenge is
partly due to the slow rate at which large-scale structures, like jets, evolve
compared with the rotation rate and the evolution of the fast scales. A way
of eliminating fast waves and approximating the bulk motion of the flow
without adversely affecting the dynamics would allow for the numerical
integration of models over long-time scales.
The rotating shallow-water equations (SWE) on a beta plane are an
example of equations whose solutions exhibit jets, complicated eddy struc-
tures, gyres and contain multiple time scales. On an open, simply connected
set W the SWE in nonconservative, nondimensional, advection form are
E 1“u“t+u “u“x+v “u“y2=−“g“x+v (1+Eby),
E 1“v“t+u “v“x+v “v“y2=−“g“y−u (1+Eby),
EF
“g
“t+EFN · (ug)=−N ·u.
(1.1)
The constant E may be thought of as the Rossby number and F as the
rotational Froude number. We only require them to be positive constants.
The terms involving b allow for the Coriolis force to increase in the y
direction. The function u is the velocity in the east-west direction and v the
velocity in the north-south direction. We assume u ·n=0 on the boundary
of W. The fluctuation from the mean height, g, has zero domain average
and is allowed to assume any value on the boundary.
The quasi-geostrophic (QG) approximation is perhaps the most well
known and studied approximation of the SWE [5, 12, 17–20, 23]. This
approximation removes the fast waves and provides an approximation to
the large-scale motion of the flow. Formally, the QG equations may be
obtained by expanding the solution u, v, and h in terms of the small
parameter E and equating to leading order (see, e.g., Pedlosky (1987) [20],
Gill (1982) [11]). Convergence of solutions to the QG equation and the
SWE were studied in [23]. The basic justification for the QG approxima-
tion, and for many schemes that remove fast waves and approximate the
large-scale flow, originates in the geostrophic balance present in the flow.
The balance may be seen by examining the SWE in the small E limit.
Indeed, the work of [23] shows the derivatives in (1.1) remain bounded as
E approaches zero (i.e. limit of fast rotation for example). Thus, the main
balance of terms (small E) is between the pressure gradient, Ng, and the
Coriolis force, (v, −u). If the balance were exact, the height field would be
a stream function for the flow.
To be more specific, consider the quasi-geostrophic potential q=
−“yu+“xv−Fg. Suppose a scaler function kg exists so that u=−“ykg, v=
“xkg and kg=g. Equating the two we find
−
“u
“y+
“v
“x−Fg=(N
2−F) kg .
Inverting the Helmholtz operator with boundary conditions on kg consis-
tent with the solutions to (1.1) (see Section 2 below), we arrive at a formula
for kg. If the solution were geostrophically balanced, then kg=g, and all
the information about the flow would be contained in the scalar kg. The
QG equations may be viewed as an evolution equation approximating kg.
As a numerical illustration (see [13, 22]) we plot in top graph in Fig. 1
the contours of the height field g at the beginning of year three in a simu-
lation spun-up from rest. The parameters are chosen to be ‘‘earth like’’ in
mid latitudes as given in [13]. The strong rotation constraint forces the
velocity to be nearly tangent to the contours of the height field. In addi-
tion, the flow field is dominated by strong western-boundary currents and
an intense central jet. The jet is unstable, meandering and shedding eddies
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FIG. 1. Top, contours of the height field, g, of the SWE. Bottom, contours of g−kg as a
percentage of total depth.
on weekly time scales. The second graph in Fig. 1 shows the contours
of the difference between kg and g as a percentages of the total depth
of the fluid. The difference is greatest in the center of the jet, but does not
vary by more than ten percent. The closeness of g to kg suggests a
way of approximating g may be possible by adding a correction to an
approximation of kg. That is, we look for some function F such that g=
kg+F(kg).
Many other approximations that remove fast waves have been devel-
oped. Some of these models may be found in McWilliams and Gent (1980)
[15], and Allen et al. (1990) [2]. The work of Barth et al. (1990) [3],
present a comparison of various models. The models generally are referred
to as intermediate models. In this paper we study a class of intermediate
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models called balance models. See Allen (1993) [1]; Charney (1955) [7];
Lynch (1989) [14]; McIntyre and Norton (1994) [16]; McWilliams and
Gent (1980) [15]; Phillips (1960) [21]; Warn et al. (1996) [25, 26]. Balance
models project the governing equations onto an appropriate slow variable,
and attempt to enslave the fast variables as a function of the slow.
Mathematically rigorous work studying the removal of fast waves from
geophysical fluids includes Babin et al. [4]; Bourgeois and T. Beale [5];
Embid and Majda [9]; Gallagher [10]; Schochet [23, 24]. Most frequently,
with the exception of [23], periodic boundary conditions are assumed. The
main goal of the current work is to understand the role of physical bound-
aries on the convergence properties of approximations of the SWE. We
also seek a way to remove the stiffness of the SWE with a better accuracy
than the intermediate models provide. Accuracy of course is measured in
powers of E. One could always expand the solutions in powers of E, and
keep the higher-order terms in the analysis. If we ignore for the possibility
solutions to the SWE lose regularity in finite time, the technique generally
leads to linear growth in the solutions of the approximation, that is, to
secular terms. By exploring an enslaving procedure (cf. [1, 6, 14, 26]), we
produce an approximation to the SWE that removes the fast waves, leads
to a higher-order, E2, approximation, and does not create secular terms.
The procedure has many variants in many different contexts.
The enslaving starts by first decomposing the SWE into slow and fast
components. Formally the decomposition has the form
ds
dt
=S(s, f),
df
dt
+
1
E
Cf=F(s, f).
(1.2)
The operator C is an elliptic operator, and the fast variable f is an order E
quantity. Specifically, ||f|| [ cE in some appropriate norm. We want to find
a diagnostic expression for the fast component of the flow as a function of
the slow. The expression is used in (1.2) to derive a prognostic equation for
the slow component. The enslaving f(s) — 0 usually leads to the QG
approximation. Presumably, more accurate approximations to the fast
component may be obtained by iterating
dfn−1
dt
+
C
E
fn=F(s, fn−1), (1.3)
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with f0 — 0. The next two enslavings are
f1(s)=EC−1F(s, 0), f2(s)=EC−1 1F(s, f1)−df1dt 2 ,
and the approximation to the slow dynamics is given by
dsi
dt
=S(si , fi(si)). (1.4)
The procedure is similar to the one proposed in [8] in the context of the
theory of approximate inertial manifolds. As in the approximate inertial
manifold case, some control over the time derivatives, as well as the size of
f relative to the slow mode, s, is required, since the enslaving is constructed
by neglecting both. That is, some condition must be placed on the SWE so
that the true solutions satisfy
||f|| [ cE, > d jf
dt j
> [ cE, j=0, 1, 2, ... , (1.5)
since the approximation is constructed assuming these quantities are small.
The proof of (1.5) will require some interesting assumptions on the initial
data of the SWE as we will see in Section 4. However, the procedure will
produce an approximation with the fast scales removed, and provided
the initial data of the SWE and the boundary conditions on the elliptic
operator C are properly chosen,
||s(t)−si(t) || [ cE i+1, i=0, 1, 2, ... .
In this paper we will study the enslaving given symbolically by f0 and f1
in (1.3). The second has been studied in various forms in [1, 16, 26]. The
enslaving f1 leads to a more accurate approximation, and it breaks
spurious symmetries found in the QG approximation (f0=0) (see for
example [12, 17, 18]). Specifically, in Section 2 we will derive slow and fast
equations for the SWE. Section 3 will study the existence of solutions to
the enslaved slow equation, (1.4), under general assumptions on the
enslaving. We will refer to (1.4) as the enslaved QG equations. In addition,
we will provide rates of convergence. Conditions will be produced in
Section 4 to ensure (1.5). We conclude in Section 5 with some specific
enslavings.
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2. THE SLOW EQUATIONS
We start by showing a way in which the SWE may be decomposed into
slow and fast components. We denote by H s(W) the usual Sobolev space of
functions with generalized derivatives up to order s in L2(W). The domain
W is open, simply connected, and has smooth boundary. Let
V1={u ¥ C.(W) | u ·n=0 on “W},
V2=3g ¥ C.(W) : F
W
g dW=04.
Further, we let V1 be the closure in L2(W)2 of V1 and V2 be the closure in
L2(W) ofV2. Let
X1=3kg ¥H2(W) | kg=constant on “W, F
W
kg dW=04,
X2=3ka1 ¥H2(W) | Nka1 ·n=0 on “W4.
Suppose, for the moment, the derivatives in the SWE (1.1) remain
bounded as E tends to zero. The scalar kg is the candidate for the slow
variable, and we expect it to contain all of the information about the flow
as E tends to zero. Since the SWE has three components, we need two
scalars, say ka1 and ka2 , to represent the fast, ageostrophic components of
the flow. Under our assumptions, an inspection of (1.1) reveals N ·u tends
to zero in this limit, and hence N ·u is small compared to kg. Since, we do
not know N ·u on the boundary of W, we set
N2ka1=N ·u,
Nka1 ·n|“W=0, F
W
ka1 dW=0.
(2.1)
We will explain the choice for the boundary conditions in the next lemma.
We also expect kg to converge to g as EQ 0, so the difference, called the
geostrophic departure, should be small. Since g is unknown on the bound-
ary, we set
N2ka2=F(g−kg),
ka2 |“W=constant, F
W
ka2 dW=0.
(2.2)
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Again, F is the Rotational Froude number and is a positive constant. A
choice for the slow, large variable is clear. We set
N2kg−Fkg=N×u−Fg,
kg |“W=constant, F
W
kg dW=0.
(2.3)
We will denote by C−1a1 and C
−1
g the solution operators to the elliptic
problems (2.1) and (2.3), respectively.
The decomposition given in the lemma below is essentially a Helmholtz
decomposition. It will be used to decompose the solutions of the SWE into
fast and slow parts.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose u ¥ V1 5H1(W) and g ¥ V2. Then a unique kg and
ka2 exist in X1, and a ka1 ¥X2, such that (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) hold.
Moreover,
{u, v}=N + (kg+ka2 )+Nka1
g=kg+F−1 N2ka2 ,
(2.4)
where N +kg={−“ykg , “xkg}.
Proof. Let u, v, and g be given. To find the corresponding kg, ka1 , and
ka2 , three elliptic problems (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) must be solved. The
choice of kg, ka1 , and ka2 on the boundary are sufficient to guarantee
u ·n=0 on the boundary. Since the quantity g has zero domain average, we
require kg to have this property as well. By elliptic theory a unique solu-
tion, kg, exists in X1. In the same way a unique ka1 ¥X2 and ka2 ¥X1 may
be found by solving the associated elliptic problem. Now we need to check
kg, ka1 , and ka2 produce the given u, v, and g through (2.4).
We denote throughout N +q :=−“yq, “xq and N×{u, v}=−“yu+“xv.
Eliminating g from (2.2) and (2.3) gives N×u=N2(kg+ka2 ). By the
Helmholtz decomposition, any u ¥ L2(W)may be decomposed as u=N +q+
Nk (W is simply connected). The constraint u ·n=0 on the boundary
requires q to be constant on the boundary and k to satisfy homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions. Therefore, q=kg+ka2 up to a constant.
Similarly, (2.1) implies k=ka1 up to a constant. This gives the first identity
in (2.4). The second follows from (2.2), and the zero average requirement
provides for the uniqueness. L
To obtain the slow and fast equations, we apply the change of variables
given in (2.4) in the SWE. We set q=N2kg−Fkg=Cgkg with boundary
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conditions given in (2.3), q=kg+ka2 and J(u, v)=uxvy−uyvx, and we
have u=N + (kg+ka2 )+Nka1 . The SWE are equivalent to
“q
“t+N · (uq)+bN · (uy)=0, (2.5)
E
“
“t N
2ka1+F
−1 N2(N2−F) ka2=− E
1
2
N2 |Nka1 |
2− EN2J(q, ka1 )
+E2J(qx,qy)− EJ(ka1 ,N
2q)+EbN×(uy),
(2.6)
E
“
“t N
2ka2+N
2ka1=EFC
−1
g [N · (uq)+bN · (uy)]− EF N · (ug). (2.7)
The first equation plays the role of the slow equation, (1.2), and the
enslaving will be constructed from the second two. In other words, rather
than integrating (2.5) with the velocity coupled to the fast equations, the
velocity is approximated, using (2.4), by
u=N + (kg+Fa2 (kg))+NFa1 (kg) (2.8)
for some functions Fa1 and Fa2 . If the trivial enslaving, Fa1=0 and Fa2=0,
is chosen, the classical quasi-geostrophic approximation emerges. The dif-
ference between solutions to the SWE and the QG approximation con-
verges at a rate proportional to E. We will obtain a higher rate of conver-
gence by constructing a nontrivial enslaving from the fast equations. One
enslaving is obtained by neglecting the time derivatives in the fast equations
and ignoring ka1 and ka2 in the nonlinear terms in (2.6) and (2.7). Let C
−1
g
be the solution operator of (2.3). Then
N2Fa1 (kg)=EFC
−1
g
5J(N2kg , kg)+b “kg“x 6 ,
N2(N2−F) Fa2 (kg)=EF[2J(“xkg , “ykg)+bN · (yNkg)].
and, assuming we can solve for Fa1 and Fa2 , the enslaved scheme is given
by (2.5) and (2.8).
We need to solve for Fa1 and Fa2 , and the boundary conditions asso-
ciated with the operator acting on Fa2 are not so clear. To determine them
we have to examine the equations more carefully. Set Z=(N2−F) ka2
=F(g−kg−ka2 ). That is, Z=Cgka2 , which includes part of the forth-
order operator in (2.6) and in front of the enslaving for Fa2 . Unfortunately,
it does not seem possible to directly approximate Z as a function of kg.
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However, we can approximate derivatives of Z. Indeed, NZ=
F(N(g−kg)−Nka2 ), and, using only the equations for u and v in the SWE,
we find
−NZ=EFby{−v, u}+F N +ka1+EF(u ·N) u+EF“tu.
For enslaving purposes, we only need know NZ to O(E). The assumption
ka1 , ka2 and their time derivatives are O(E) corrections along with the
decomposition (2.4) shows “tu=“tN +kg+O(E)=“tN +g+O(E). By using
(2.4) and the equation for g, we obtain to highest order
NZ % L :=EFbyNkg+N +CgFa1 (kg)− EF{J(“ykg , kg), J(kg , “xkg)},
and N ·L=EFb N · (yNkg)+EF 2J(“xkg , “ykg). Thus Z is approximated by
Za, where Za solves the elliptic problem
N2Za=N ·L,
NZa ·n|“W=L ·n|“W ,
F
W
Za dW=0.
(2.9)
The reason Za has zero average may been seen by examining (2.2). Since
both g and kg have zero average, so does N2ka2 , and hence, so does
Z=Cgka2=(N
2−F) ka2 . It does not hold automatically for Za however.
Obviously the vector field NZ=FN(g−kg−ka2 ) originates as the gradient
of a scalar. However, by neglecting the higher-order terms, the new
vector field, L, may not be the gradient of a scalar. Equation (2.9) pro-
duces a scalar Za that is in some sense closest to the exact scalar Z=
F (g−kg−ka2 ).
Let C−1a2 and C
−1
a1 be the solution operators of (2.9) and (2.1), respec-
tively (we should perhaps use the notation C−1a2 (N ·L, L ·n) since the
boundary condition in (2.9) is nonhomogeneous). Then
Fa1 (kg)=EFC
−1
a1 C
−1
g
5J(N2kg , kg)+b “kg“x 6 , (2.10)
Fa2 (kg)=EFC
−1
g C
−1
a2 [2J(“xkg , “ykg)+b N · (yNkg)]. (2.11)
3. EXISTENCE AND CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
In this section we prove solutions exist to the enslaved QG, and we also
study the rate of convergence to the true solutions. We will denote by c,
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sometimes ci, a generic constant whose dependence on the relevant param-
eters is not important. We use the standard multi-index notation Da=
“a1x “a2y with a=(a1 , a2), and |a|=a1+a2.
The enslaved QG equation given by
“q˜
“t+N · (u˜q˜)+bN · (u˜y)=0,
k˜g |“W=constant, F
W
k˜g dW=0.
(3.1)
Here q˜=N2k˜g−Fk˜g, and we have u˜=N + (k˜g+Fa2 (k˜g))+NFa1 (k˜g).
Assumptions on the enslavings Fa1 and Fa2 are as follows.
• Fa1 and Fa2 map X1 QX2 and X1 QX1, respectively.
• For i=1, 2
||Fai (kg)||s [ cEf(||kg ||s−1), s \ 4,
||Fai (k
(1)
g )−Fai (k
(2)
g )||s [ c f(||k (1)g ||s , ||k (2)g ||s) ||k (1)g −k (2)g ||s−1 , s \ 4.
(3.2)
• For some r > 0 and any solution to the SWE in C([0, Ts], H4(W))
||ka1 −Fa1 (kg)||5 [ cE
r, ||ka2 −Fa2 (kg)||5 [ cE
r, (3.3)
on [0, Ts]
Here, f( · ) and f( · , · ) are continuous, nondecreasing functions.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose kg(0) ¥H s(W) with s \ 5 and Assumptions (3.2)
hold. Then a Tq > 0 exists such that (3.1), the enslaved QG equation, has a
solution kg in C([0, Tq]; H s(W)).
Proof. For notational convenience we temporally drop the tilde
superscripts. The proof is model on one given in [5]. Important differences
occur however because the velocity is not divergence free. Consider the
iteration qk=N2kkg −Fk
k
g and
qk+1t +N · (u
kqk+1)+bN · (uky)=0. (3.4)
Suppose ||k0g ||s [M1 for some s \ 4 and for some M1 > 0. Then we also
have ||q0||s−2 [ c ||k0g ||s [M2 for some M2 > 0. We first show ||qk||s−2 [ 2M2
for k \ 0. We argue by induction on k. Clearly the inequality is true for
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k=0. Suppose ||qk||s−2 [ 2M2 for some k > 0, and for all 0 [ t [ T. We will
use throughout the paper the elliptic estimate
||kg ||s+2 [ c1 ||Cgkg ||s=c1 ||q||s [ c2 ||kg ||s+2 (3.5)
which holds for all kg ¥X1 5H s+2(W). From our assumptions on Fai and
(3.5)
||uk||s−1=||N + (k
k
g+Fa2 (k
k
g))+NFa1 (k
k
g)||s−1
[ c (||kkg ||s+f(||kkg ||s)) [ f(M2) [ c.
One can show (3.4) has an unique solution qk+1 ¥ C([0, T]; H s−2(W)) by
employing the method of characteristics. Some of the inequalities given
below are useful in the proof. We prove ||qk+1||s−2 [ 2M2. We set
Fa :=uk ·Da Nqk+1−Da N · (ukqk+1). We call qa=Daq. Differentiating (3.4)
by Da for |a| [ s−2, we find
“
“t q
k+1
a =−u
k ·Da Nqk+1−bDa N · (uky)+Fa . (3.6)
The calculus inequality, which holds for f ¥H s−2 5 C1 and g ¥
H s−3 5 C0 and is given by
||Da(fg)−fDag||0 [ c (||f||s−2 ||g||.+||Nf||. ||g||s−3),
will be used frequently. Applying the inequality to Fa, we obtain
||Fa ||0 [ c (||uk||s−1 ||qk+1||.+||Nuk||. ||qk+1||s−2).
Now we multiply (3.6) by qk+1a and integrate over the domain. Three
integrals appear, and after integrating by parts, the first becomes
F
W
(uk ·Nqk+1a ) q
k+1
a dW=−F
W
(N ·uk) 12 (q
k+1
a )
2 dW.
Since s \ 4, we have ||N ·u||. [ c ||u||3 [ c ||u||s−1. This provides a bound on
the first term and on the one involving b. Using the estimate on ||Fa ||0, we
find
d
dt
||qk+1||s−2 [ c1 ||qk+1||s−2+c2 .
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To determine a bound on ||qk+1||s−2, we recall ||q0||s−2 [M2. Of course both
c1 and c2 depend onM2. However,
||qk+1||s−2 [ (M2+c−11 c2) ec1t−c−11 c2 , (3.7)
and by shrinking T if necessary, ||qk+1||s−2 [ 2M2 on 0 [ t [ T.
The analysis thus far has only required s in the lemma to be larger or
equal to four. Our next goal is to show the sequence {qk} is Cauchy in
C([0, T]; H2(W)). Due to the enslaving of ka1 and ka2 , we will need s \ 5
to continue. By using (3.6) with a=2, we find
d
dt
(qk+1a −q
k
a)=−(u
k−uk−1) Da Nqk−uk−1Da N(qk+1−qk)
+(uk−uk−1) Da Nqk−Da N · ((uk−uk−1) qk+1)
+uk−1Da N(qk+1−qk)−Da N · (uk−1(qk+1−qk)))
−bDa N · ((uk−uk−1) y).
We take the inner product with qk+1a −q
k
a . We find seven integrals on the
right side which we denote by Ii, i=1, ..., 7. Equation (3.7), and the ellip-
tic estimate (3.5) shows ||kkg ||5 [ c. In addition, we recall u=N + (kg+ka2 )+
Nka1 . Thus our assumptions on Fai and (3.5) imply
||uk−uk−1||3 [ c ||kkg −kk−1g ||4 [ c ||qk−qk−1||2 .
Estimating in the usual fashion, we find
|I1 | [ c ||uk−uk−1||. ||qk+1||3 ||qk+1−qk||2 [ c ||qk−qk−1||2 ||qk+1−qk||2 ;
|I2 |=: F
W
(N ·uk−1) 12 (q
k+1
a −q
k
a)
2 dW : [ c ||qk+1−qk||22.
We use the calculus inequality on |I3−I4 | and |I5−I6 | to obtain
|I3−I4 | [ c ||qk−qk−1||2 ||qk+1−qq||2 , |I5−I6 | [ c ||qk+1−qq||22.
Finally, we have
|I7 | [ cb ||uk−uk−1||3 ||qk+1−qq||2 [ c ||qk−qk−1||2 ||qk+1−qq||2 .
We deduce
d
dt
||qk+1−qq||2 [ c ||qk−qk−1||2+c ||qk+1−qk||2 .
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This implies
||qk+1−qq||2 [ cTecTmax
0 [ t [ T
||qk−qk−1||2 ,
and by shrinking T again, if necessary, a Tq > 0 exists such that max0 [ t [ Tq
||qk+1−qq||2 [ c max0 [ t [ Tq ||q
k−qk−1||2, with c < 1. Therefore, qk is Cauchy
in C([0, Tq], H2). For 0 [ sŒ < s we obtain from a Sobolev inequality and
(3.7)
||qk−q l||sŒ [ c ||qk−q l|| s
−/s
s ||q
k−q l||1−s
−/s
0 [ c ||qk−q l||1−s
−/s
2 .
Therefore, qk has a limit q ¥ C([0, Tq]; H sŒ(W)), and q ¥ C([0, Tq];
H s−3(W)). The convergence of kkg in C([0, Tq]; H
s−1(W)) and uk in
C([0, Tq]; H s−2(W)) for s \ 5 follows. We may now pass to the limit in
(3.4) and conclude (3.1) is satisfied.
The bound given in (3.7) shows q ¥ L.([0, Tq], H s−2(W)). The continuity
in time remains to be shown. The end of Theorem 3.1 in [5] contains the
necessary proof. By the elliptic estimate (3.5), kg ¥ C([0, Tq], H s(W)) for
s \ 5. L
In the case Fai (kg) — 0, Lemma 3.1 may be improved. In this case (3.1)
becomes the well known quasi-geostrophic approximation to the SWE:
“q
“t+N · (uq)+bN · (uy)=0,
kg |“W=constant, F
W
kg dW=0.
(3.8)
Here q=N2kg−Fkg, and we have u=N +kg.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose kg(0) ¥H s(W) with s \ 4. Then a solution kg(t)
exists in C([0, T]; H s(W)) to the QG equation (3.8) for all T \ 0,
Proof. One can copy the proof in [5] for this. L
Next we study error between the enslaved QG equations, (3.1), and the
solutions to the SWE.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the SWE have a solution in C([0, Ts], H4(W)),
and the initial data of the enslaved QG equation, (3.1), belongs to H6(W). In
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addition, assume ||kg(0)− k˜g(0)||5 [ cE r, (3.2), and (3.3) hold. Then the solu-
tions of the SWE (1.1) and the enslaved QG equation satisfy
||(kg , ka1 , ka2 )−(k˜g , Fa1 (k˜g), Fa2 (k˜g))||5 [ cE
r,
for all 0 [ t [min(Ts , Tq), or alternatively,
||{u, v}−{N + (k˜g+Fa2 (k˜g))+NFa1 (k˜g)}||4 [ cE
r,
||g−(k˜g+F−1 N2Fa2 (k˜g))||3 [ cE
r.
Proof. We again set q=N2kg−Fkg and q˜=N2 k˜g−Fk˜g. By (3.5) and
Lemma 3.1 ||q||3 [ c and ||q˜||4 [ c for some c > 0 and for all 0 [ t [
min(Ts , Tq). We denote by Pu :=N + (kg+Fa2 (kg))+Nka1 (kg). Using the
assumptions on the enslavings,
||u−Pu||4 [ ||(N + (kg+ka2 )+Nka1 )
−(N + (kg+Fa2 (kg))+NFa1 (kg))||4 [ cE
r.
In addition, using (3.2) we have
||Pu− u˜||4 [ ||(N + (kg+Fa2 (kg))+NFa1 (kg))
−(N + (k˜g+Fa2 (k˜g))+NFa1 (k˜g))||4
[ c ||kg− k˜g ||5 .
Combining the two with the elliptic estimate (3.5), ||u− u˜||4 [ c(E r+
||q− q˜||3).
Set w=q−q˜. We subtract (3.1) from (2.5) and take a=3 to find
“wa
“t =D
a N · ((u˜−u) q˜)−Da N · (uw)−DabN · ((u− u˜) y).
After taking the inner product with wa, three integrals appear, which we
denote by Ii, i=1, 2, 3. The first is equivalent to
I1=F
W
(u˜−u) ·Da Nq˜ wa dW+F
W
Da N · ((u˜−u) q˜) wa dW
−F
W
(u˜−u) ·Da Nq˜ wa dW.
The first term is easily bounded by
||u˜−u||. ||Da Nq˜||0 ||wa ||0 [ c (E r+||w||3) ||q˜||4 ||w||3 [ c(E r+||w||3) ||w||3 .
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For the second term we use the calculus inequality to find it is bounded by
c (||u˜−u||4 ||q˜||.+||N(u˜−u)||. ||q˜||3) ||wa ||0 [ c(E r+||w||3) ||w||3 .
The second integral is estimated in a similar way. We find |I2 | [ c ||w||23. The
term not involving the calculus inequality requires an integration by parts
similar to the trick used to estimate I2 in Lemma 3.1. The last, I3, is
straightforward. We find |I3 | [ c(E r+||w||3) ||w||3. Thus
d ||w||3
dt
[ cE r+c ||w||3 ,
which implies with our assumptions on k˜g(0) that ||w(t)||3 [ (E r+||q(0)−
q˜(0)||3) ect [ cE r for 0 [ t [min(Ts , Tq).
To obtain the stated estimates, we notice ||kai −Fai (k˜g)||5 [ ||kai −Fai (kg)||5
+||Fai (kg)−Fai (k˜g)||5 [ cE
r by Assumptions (3.2) and the estimate just
proven. The other estimates in the lemma follows from the first inequality
in the lemma and (2.4). L
4. INITIALIZATION OF THE SWE
The assumption underlying the enslaving procedure is that the fast
variables, ka1 and ka2 , are O(E). That is, N ·u and g−kg should be O(E). In
addition, the enslavings given by (2.10) and (2.11) require the time deriva-
tives of the fast variables to be O(E). To control the size of the fast com-
ponents, we might expect some constraint on the initial data to guarantee
the solutions to the SWE have this property. The condition should be
something like
||u(0), v(0), g(0)||4+E−1[||N ·u(0)||3+||u(0)+gx(0)||3+||v(0)−gx(0)||3] [M.
(4.1)
That is, E−1 times the large terms in the SWE should be bounded initially.
The condition is equivalent to finding initial data so that the time deriva-
tives in the SWE remain bounded independently of E.
To control the size of the time derivatives of N ·u and g−kg, conditions
on the second time derivatives in the SWE will be required to ensure they
remain bounded independently of E. To be more precise, set
“tu(0) :=[−(u“xu+v“yu)+E−1(−“xg+v(1+Eby))|t=0 .
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A similar definition holds for “tv(0). We denote by “ it the ith time deriva-
tive. In addition, assume
(i) W … R2 is open, simply connected, and “W is smooth,
(ii) (“ itu(0), “ itv(0)) ·n=0 on “W, i=0, 1, 2, 3, and >W g(0) d W=0,
(iii) (u(0), v(0), g(0)) converge in H4(W) as EQ 0,
(iv) For some M> 0, ||w(0)||4+||“tw(0)||3+||“2tw(0)||2+||E“3tw(0)||1+
||E2“4tw(0)||0 [M, where w is either u, v or g.
Before proceeding, sufficient conditions on the initial data are given so that
(iv) holds. Recall the space X1 was defined in Section 2.
Lemma 4.1. Let kg ¥X1 5H5(W), c > 0, and let Fa1 (kg) and Fa2 (kg) be
given by (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. Then any initial data, u, v, and g of
the SWE satisfying Assumption (ii) and
||{u, v}−{N + (kg+Fa2 )+NFa1}||4 [ cE
2, ||g−(kg+F−1 N2Fa2 )||4 [ cE
2,
(4.2)
satisfies Assumption (iv).
Proof. The presence of kg ¥X1 5H5 implies ||Fa1 ||5 [ cE and ||Fa2 ||6 [ cE
(see Lemma 5.2 below). Along with (4.2) this implies ||u(0), v(0), g(0)||4 is
bounded. Using (4.2) again, ||N ·u−N2Fa1 ||3 [ c||{u, v}−{N
+ (kg+Fa2 )+
NFa1}||4 [ cE
2, and so ||N ·u||3 [ cE initially. Returning to the SWE, ||“tg||3 is
bounded initially. Similarly, (4.2) implies ||“x(g−(kg+F−1 N2Fa2 )||3 [ cE2.
However, the first of (4.2) shows ||v−“xkg ||4 [ cE. Hence, ||gx−v||3 [ cE,
and in the same way, ||gy+u||3 [ cE. Returning to the SWE, we deduce
||“tu(0)||3 [ c and ||“tv(0)||3 [ c.
The bounds on the second time derivatives are more difficult. The
assumptions of the lemma imply ||(g−kg)−F−1 NFa2 ||4 [ cE
2. Employing
(2.2), ||N2ka2 −N
2Fa2 ||4 [ cE
2. The elliptic regularity shows ||ka2 −Fa2 ||6 [
cE2. As we saw in the previous paragraph ||N2ka1 −N
2Fa1 ||3 [ cE
2, and
hence, ||ka1 −Fa1 ||5 [ cE
2. We bound “2t g first. The divergence of the SWE
gives
E
“
“t N ·u=−F
−1 N2(N2−F) ka2 − EN · ((u ·N)u)+EbN×(yu).
The large terms on the right side (see Section 2) are −F−1 times
N2(N2−F) ka2 − EF2J(“xkg , “ykg)− EFbN · (yNkg)=N2Z−N ·L.
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By subtracting and adding N2(N2−F) Fa2 and using our choice for Fa2 ,
we find ||“tN ·u(0)||2 [ cE. Returning to the SWE, ||“2t g(0)||2 [ c. Since
||“tN ·u(0)||2=||“tN2ka1 (0)||2 and u satisfies Assumption (ii), the elliptic
theory implies ||“tka2 ||4 [ cE.
Next we bound “2t u(0). Equation (2.7) shows
E
“
“t N
2ka2=−N
2ka1+EFC
−1
g [N · (uq)+bN · (uy)]− EF N · (ug).
Applying the decomposition (2.4) reveals the largest terms in the right side
are
N2ka1 − EF 5C−1g J(N2kg , kg)+bC−1g “kg“x 6.
By subtracting and adding N2Fa1 and using our choice for Fa1 , we find
||“tN2ka2 (0)||2 [ cE. By the elliptic estimates associated with (2.2),
||“tka2 (0)||4 [ cE. Taking the time derivative of the decomposition (2.4)
and arguing as in the first paragraph, we find ||“t(gx−v)||2 [ cE and
||“t(gy+u)||2 [ cE initially. Returning to the SWE, we see both ||“2t u||2 and
||“2t v||2 are bounded initially. Since Assumption (iv) has extra powers of E in
the third and forth-order time derivatives, they may be bounded by taking
the time derivatives of the SWE and using the bounds just obtained. L
Theorem 4.2. Suppose the above assumptions (i)–(iv) hold. Then a Ts > 0
exists, independent of E, and an E0 > 0 such that the SWE, (1.1), have a clas-
sical solution on 0 [ t [ Ts for all E [ E0. Moreover, if w is either u, v, or g, a
constant C exists, depending only on W and Ts, such that
||w(t)||4+||“tw(t)||3+||“2tw(t)||2+E ||“3tw(t)||1+E2 ||“4tw(t)||0 [ C
holds uniformly in time for 0 [ t [ Ts.
The proof is provided in the appendix. The importance of the theorem
can be seen in the following corollary. In particular, the theorem corro-
borates the view that the scalars ka1 and ka2 are small compared to kg.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Then on
the same interval of time, 0 [ t [ Ts, we have
||ka1 ||5 [ cE, ||“tka1 ||4 [ cE,
||ka2 ||6 [ cE, ||“tka2 ||5 [ cE.
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Proof. We know N ·u=N2ka1 from (2.4). The equation for g in (1.1)
provides the estimate ||N ·u||3 [ cE. By the elliptic estimates ||ka1 ||s+2 [
c ||N2ka1 ||s, for ka1 ¥X2 5H s(W), s \ 0, and the estimate in the upper left
follows. The estimate on the time derivative of ka1 follows upon taking the
time derivative of the equation for g and repeating the procedure.
Two more inequalities need to be bounded. Observe F (g−kg−ka2 )=
(N2−F) ka2=Cgka2 . If we can show this is bounded by E, we are done.
Since the first time derivatives are bounded in the SWE, ||gx−v||3 [ cE and
||gy+u||3 [ cE. Recall, u=N + (kg+ka2 )+Nka1 . Thus ||N(g+kg+ka2 )−
N +ka1 ||3 [ cE. A bound on ka1 is given in the first paragraph, and we
deduce ||N(g+kg+ka2 )||3 [ cE. Using the Poincaré inequality (g+kg+ka2
has zero average), ||g+kg+ka2 ||4 [ cE. The elliptic estimates on Cg reveal
||ka2 ||6 [ cE. The estimate in the lower right of the corollary is found by
taking the time derivative of (1.1) and applying the same procedure just
used. L
5. APPLICATIONS
One possible enslaving is Fai — 0, i=1, 2. In this case (3.1) reduces to
the QG approximation to the SWE. The work of [23] proves convergence
to the SWE under the milder assumptions on the initial data given by (4.1).
However, our theory easily proves convergence of the QG approximation
since the assumptions in (3.2) are trivially satisfied.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. In addition,
assume the initial data of (3.1) is chosen so that ||kg(0)− k˜g(0)||5 [ cE. If
Fai=0, i=1, 2, then for all and 0 [ t [ Ts we have
||(u, v, g)−(−“yk˜g , “xk˜g , k˜g)||4 [ cE.
Proof. Since the QG equation has a solution for all time, the interval of
time on which the estimates is only controlled by Ts. The rates of conver-
gence, r=1, in Assumption (3.3) follows from Corollary 4.3. The rest
follows from Theorem 3.3. L
Another enslaving we study is given symbolically in Section 1 by
f1(s)=EC−1F(s, 0). Here Fa1 (kg) and Fa2 (kg) play the role of f1(s). We
need to verify Assumptions (3.2) and (3.3).
Lemma 5.2. The enslavings Fa1 and Fa2 given by (2.10) and (2.11),
respectively, satisfy the assumptions (3.2) and (3.3) with r=2.
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Proof. Using (2.10) and the appropriate elliptic estimates, we have
||Fa1 (kg) ||s [ Ec ||J(N
2kg , kg)+b“xkg ||s−4
[ Ec ||D s−4 Nkg ||. ||D s−4 NN2kg ||0+c ||kg ||s−3
[ Ef(||kg ||s−1).
To find estimates on Fa2 , we use the inequality
||gq||0 [ c ||g||1 ||q||1 , (5.1)
for two scalars g, q ¥H1(W). We may use this inequality to find
||J(u, v)||s [ c ||u||s+2 ||v||s+2 , (5.2)
for all u, v ¥H s+2(W). The elliptic estimate on Ca2 (see (2.9)) is ||Za ||k+2 [
c ||N ·L||k+c ||L||k+1. Then
||Fa2 (kg)||s [ Ec (||2J(“xkg , “ykg)||s−4+||yN2kg+“ykg ||s−4) [ Ef(||kg ||s−1).
The other inequalities in (3.2) follow by estimating in a similar way, since
both nonlinear terms in (2.10) and (2.11) are bilinear.
To check the convergence rate given in (3.3), first solve for ka1 and ka2 in
(2.6) and (2.7), respectively and compare them with Fa1 (kg) and Fa2 (kg),
respectively. The estimates in Lemma 4.3 play an important role. As shown
in their construction, the corrections Fai subtract all of the O(E) terms not
involving time derivatives, and the time derivatives are suppressed by the
initialization process described in the previous section.
To find the error on ka2 −Fa2 (kg), we first need to estimate the differ-
ence Z−Za. Recall Z=Cgka2 and Za is an approximation of Z given in
(2.9). To show the difference is small, we need to examine NZ−L and
N2Z−N ·L. The quantity
N ·L=EF2J(“xkg , “ykg)+EFbN · (yNkg)
was computed in Section 2, and (2.6) shows
F−1 N2Z=F−1 N2(N2−F) ka2
=− E
1
2
N2 |Nka1 |
2− EN2J(q, ka1 )+E2J(qx , qy)
− EJ(ka1 , N
2q)+Eb N×(yu)−
“
“t N
2ka1 .
Of course the choice for N ·L is obtained by neglecting the time derivative
in (2.6) and ka1 , ka2 in all of the other terms. Only higher-order corrections
remain in the difference of N2Z−N ·L. One of the remaining terms is
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E 12 N
2 |Nka1 |
2. This term is estimated using derivatives of (5.1) and
Lemma 4.3 with the result
E
1
2
||N2 |Nka1 |
2||1 [ Ec ||ka1 ||
2
5 [ cE3.
Another term in the difference is
E ||N2J(q, ka1 )||1 [ cE ||J(q, ka1 )||3 [ cE
2.
The other terms are treated in a similar way. In all, we find
||Ca2Cg(ka2 −Fa2 (kg)||1 [ cE
2.
The bound on NZ−L is similar. Applying the appropriate elliptic esti-
mates, ||ka2 −Fa2 (kg)||5 [ cE
2.
The error on ka1 −Fa1 (kg) is easier to find. Subtracting Fa1 (kg) given in
(2.10) from N2ka1 in (2.7), the large terms cancel and Lemma 4.3 provides
the estimates needed on the remaining terms. We conclude
||N2(ka1 −Fa1 (kg))||3 [ cE
2.
The usual elliptic estimates gives the convergence rate in (3.3) on 0 [ t [ Ts
and with r=2. L
We conclude with
Theorem 5.3. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. In addition,
assume the initial data of (3.1) is chosen so that ||kg(0)− k˜g(0)||5 [ cE2, and
k˜g(0) ¥H6(W). Moreover, let Fa1 , Fa2 be given by (2.10) and (2.11), respec-
tively. Then for all and 0 [ t [min{Ts , Tq}, we have
||(kg , ka1 , ka2 )−(k˜g , Fa1 (k˜g), Fa2 (k˜g))||5 [ cE
2,
for all 0 [ t [min(Ts , Tq), or alternatively,
||{u, v}−{N + (k˜g+Fa2 (k˜g))+NFa1 (k˜g)}||4 [ cE
2,
||g−(k˜g+F−1 N2Fa2 (k˜g))||3 [ cE
2.
6. OTHER SLOW EQUATIONS
In this section we provide a brief description of another possibility for
the slow equation. It is based on potential vorticity rather than on the
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quasi-geostrophic potential as in (2.5). For simplicity we set F=1 and
b=0 in (1.1). We define
qv=
N×u−g
1+Eg
=
N2kg−kg
1+Ekg+EN2ka2
.
From (1.1) and the change of variables in (2.4), we obtain
“qv
“t +u ·Nqv=0.
As before u=N + (kg+ka2 )+Nka1 . In this case the enslaved potential
vorticity equation is
“q˜v
“t +u˜ ·Nq˜v=0,
q˜v=
N2k˜g− k˜g
1+Ek˜g
, u˜=N +[k˜g+Fa2 (k˜g)]+NFa1 (k˜g),
k˜g |“W=constant, F
W
k˜g dW=0.
(6.1)
The form of the equation for qv and q˜v ensures these quantities remain
bounded in an L.(W) for as long as the solution exist. Thus for E suffi-
ciently small the denominators remain uniformly bounded away from zero.
The enslaving Fa1=0 and Fa2=0 gives the familiar QG approximation
provided we make the approximation qv ’ N2kg−kg. An analysis based on
the previous sections shows the enslaved potential vorticity equation has
solution. Specifically, a similar lemma, like Lemma 3.1, is valid for the
solution to (6.1). Moreover, the rate of convergence is O(E) for both
enslaving considered in the previous section. Since the details are so similar
to the ones already given, no further details are provided.
7. APPENDIX
In this section we sketch the proof of Theorem 4.2. We will only provide
the a priori estimates needed to prove the theorem. To make the argument
completely rigorous, solutions to the SWE would need to be regularized
using a process described, for example, in [23]. For convenience we will
assume b=0. Consider the norm
|||w|||2=||w||24+||“tw||23+||“2tw||22+||E“3tw||21+||E2“4tw||20.
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We need to show |||w||| [ c, where w=u, v, g. The norm ||| · ||| is broken into
two parts. One may be bounded using standard energy estimates. The other
is bounded by the first. Specifically, set
|||w|||21=||w||
2
0+||“tw||20+||“2tw||20+||E“3tw||20+||E2“4tw||20+||N×u||23,
and
|||w|||2=||“tN×u||2+||“2tN×u||1+E ||“3tN×u||0
+||N ·u||3+||“tN ·u||2+||“2tN ·u||1+E ||“3tN ·u||0
+||Ng||3+||“tNg||2+||“2tNg||1+E ||“3tNg||1 .
One may verify constants exists so that c1(||| · |||1+||| · |||2) [ ||| · ||| [ c2(||| · |||1+
||| · |||2) for u ¥ V1 5H4(W) and g ¥ V2 5H4(W) (see the beginning of Section
2 for the definition of the spaces).
A bound on ||| · |||1 is constructed first. A function f( · ) will always denote
a nondecreasing, positive continuous function independent of E.
Lemma 7.1. We have the a priori estimate
d
dt
|||w|||21 [ f(|||w|||).
Proof. The first four terms in ||| · |||1 are bounded by taking j [ 3 time
derivatives of the SWE, (1.1), and multiplying the SWE by “ jtu, “ jtv, and
“ jtg, respectively. After integrating over W and summing the three compo-
nents of the SWE, the large terms vanish after an application of the
divergence theorem. The remaining terms are easily bounded by f(||| · |||).
The forth time derivative is more complicated since no spatial derivatives
can appear this term. We have to use the alternate form for the height
equation
E
1+Eg
1“g
“t+u ·Ng
2=N ·u.
In addition, we must assume Eg \ −1/2 by shrinking the time of existence
if necessary. The time of existence will still be independent of E however
(all constants derived henceforth will only depend on the number −1/2).
After taking four time derivatives and multiplying by “4t , we find
d ||“4t g||2/dt [ c f(|||u|||)+E−1 >W N ·“4t u “4t g. The large term cancels as before
when the other large terms are added from the u and v equations.
The last term in ||| · |||1 is bounded by taking Da, a [ 3, of the curl of the
SWE and multiplying by N×ua. The curl of the large term cancels the
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pressure gradient and turns the Coriolis force into a divergence, which is
bounded using the equation for g (see the next lemma). L
For the next step, we show |||w|||2 [ c |||w|||1. We will set g equal to a
function of the form g(|||w|||)=f(|||w|||1)+Ef(|||w|||1 , |||w|||2) (so g2=g,
g+g=g...). The trick here is the use the form of the SWE to estimate
N ·u, N×u and Ng.
Lemma 7.2. We have the a priori estimates
E−1 ||N ·u||r [ g(|||w|||)+||“tg||r , r=0, 1, 2,
E−1 ||“tN ·u||1 [ g(|||w|||)(||“tN×u||1+g(|||w|||)+||“tg||2)+||“2t g||1 ,
||“ jtN ·u||r [ g(|||w|||), j=n, r [ 3−n, n=0, ..., 3,
||Ng||3 [ g(|||w|||),
||“ jtNg||r [ ||“ jtu||r+g(|||w|||), j=1, r [ 2 or j=2, r [ 1,
E ||“3tNg||0 [ g(|||w|||).
To prove the lemma we need an estimate on ||w||4.
Lemma 7.3. We have the a priori estimate
||w||4 [ g(|||w|||)=f(|||w|||1)+Ef(|||w|||1 , |||w|||2).
Proof. The inequality
||w||k [ c(||N×u||k−1+||N ·u||k−1+||u||0+||Ng||k−1), (7.1)
which holds for u ¥ V1 5Hk and g ¥ V2 5Hk will be needed in several
occasions. Rearranging the SWE, we find
N ·u=E 1N · (ug)+“g“t 2 , Ng={v, −u}− E 1“u“t+(u ·N) u2 . (7.2)
Now the curl term in (7.1) is bounded by |||w|||1. Using (7.2), the divergence
term is bounded by Ef(|||w|||). The term ||w||0 is trivially bounded by |||w|||1.
The last term is bounded by ||u||k−1+Ef(|||w|||) after using (7.2). Thus
||w||k [ g(|||w|||)+c ||w||k−1. However, ||w||0 [ |||w|||1, and the lemma is proven.
L
Proof of Lemma 7.2. All of the estimates follow from (7.2) in a
straightforward way except the first two. The first still follows from (7.2),
except the estimate on the spatial terms requires the use of Lemma 7.3.
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The second estimate uses (7.2) with the result E−1 ||“tN ·u||1 [ c ||w||3 ||“tw||2+
||“2t g||1. The term ||“tw||2 is estimated using (7.1) with the divergence term
in (7.1) estimated by g(|||w|||). That is, ||“tw||2 [ c (||“tN×u||1+g(|||w|||)+
||“2g||2). L
The curl terms in ||| · |||2 have not yet been estimated.
Lemma 7.4. We have
||“tN×u||r [ g(|||w|||)+||“tg||r , r=0, 1, 2,
||“2tN×u||r [ g(|||w|||)+g(|||w|||) ||“tg||r+1+||“2t g||r , r=0, 1,
E ||“3tN×u||0 [ g(|||w|||).
Proof. By taking the curl of the momentum equations in (7.2), we find
“tw=−N · (uw)− E−1N ·u, where w=N×u=−“yu+“xv. Lemma 7.3 and
the estimates on N ·u in Lemma 7.2 provide the needed estimates on “tw.
The term “tu appearing in “2tw is estimated using (7.1) as it was at the end
of the proof of Lemma 7.2. The estimate includes the term “tN×u so
the estimates in the lemma need be verified in the order given since the
previous estimate is used for the next. L
Now for the finale. Set Z ir=||“ itN×u||r+||“ itN ·u||r and P ir=||“ itNg||r.
Using (7.1), we obtain ||“ itw||r [ Z ir−1+P ir−1+c |||w|||1. Also, the zero
domain average of g and the Poincaré inequality shows ||“ itg||r [ cP ir−1.
Applying all of the estimates, we find
Z1r+P
1
r [ g+Z1r−1+P1r−1, r=1, 2,
Z21+P
2
1 [ g+gP11+Z20+P20,
EZ30+EP
3
0 [ g.
We know Z10+P
1
0 [ c |||w|||1+g [ g, Z20 [ g+gP10 [ g, and P20 [ ||“2t u||0+g
[ g. After an iteration of the system, we find Z ir, P ir are bounded by g.
Hence,
|||w|||2 [ g=f(|||w|||1)+Ef(|||w|||1 , |||w|||2),
and by shrinking E if necessary, |||w|||2 [ f(|||w|||1). Combining this with
Lemma 7.1, we find
d
dt
|||w|||21 [ f(|||w|||1).
The assumptions on the initial data shows |||w(0)|||1 is independent of E, and
the differential inequality implies the existence of a Ts > 0, independent of
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E, such that the solutions are bounded by C=2 |||w(0)|||1 on [0, Ts], inde-
pendently of E. Thus |||w||| [ c(|||w|||1+|||w2 |||) [ f(|||w|||1) [ C for 0 [ t [ Ts,
independently of E. L
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